SINKS AND TAPS: ALL DETAILS MATTER
Maison Valentina believes that the combination of luxury and comfort is essential
to a unique bathroom experience. As a result, the search for innovation and
functionality contributed to the appearance of ATO Collection: the perfect solution
for those looking for small changes in their projects.
The brand is aware that all details play a huge role in a bathroom design,
especially when the matter is sinks and taps. After all, these functional elements
can also be impressive parts of the decoration, and that´s why Maison Valentina
products are the greatest choice for any project.
For this reason, the brand has selected
some of its most unique sinks and taps,
providing people with inspiration and
ideas on how to use these products in
an upcoming bathroom project.

Products: Flow Wall Mixer Tap and Silk Vessel

Sink

Products: Tortoise Suspension Cabinet, Tortoise Mirror,
Noir Stool, Eden Towel Rack, Diamond Wall Mixer Tap and
Lotus Vessel Sink

Diamond Wall Mixer Tap - This mixer tap, with a
diamond handle shape, bounds easily with any
washbasin, freestanding or vessel sink, given its
minimalistic appearance.
Lotus Vessel Sink - Inspired by the beauty of lotus flower, this sink, available
in Nero Marquina, Carrara or Estremoz marble, will add elegance and luxury to any
bathroom design.
These two products blended impressively with Tortoise Suspension Cabinet and
Tortoise Mirror, culminating in this breathtaking and unique design that will offer
the customers moments of pure joy and relaxation.

Products: Koi Single Washbasin, Glimmer Mirror, Abism Jellyfish Surface, Diamond Towel Rack,
Origin Three Hole Mixer Tap and Koi Rectangular Vessel Sink

Origin Three Hole Mixer Tap – The simplicity and elegance of hole mixer tap make
it the ideal option for a contemporary project.
Koi Rectangular Vessel Sink – This black vessel sink with white details enhances
any bathroom design.
The bathroom ambience reflects the sun through the golden scales and the mixer
tap, enhancing the marble on the vessel sink and allowing people moments of
inner care and full contemplation.

Products: Koi Mirror, Glimmer Mirror, Ike Pendant Light, Stiletto Bench, Koi Towel Ring, Origin
Three Hole Mixer Tap and Lapiaz Vessel Sink

Lapiaz Vessel Sink – This vessel sink will add an opulent look to a bathroom, due
to the irregular shape and golden tones.
Bathrooms in dark colors are a huge trend this year, so the combination of black
and golden can create an irreverent yet elegant feeling, that results in a space full
of glamour and luxury, like the one above.

Products: Waterfall Pendant Suspension Lamp, Gold Onyx Surface, Timeless Three Hole Mixer Tap
and Symphony Vessel Sink

Timeless Three Hole Mixer Tap – The timeless appeal of this mixer tap will spice
up any design, whether if it’s a contract or residential project.
Symphony Vessel Sink – Symphony, with a cogwheel-shaped design, is the ideal
sink for a modern project, adding grace and power to a room.
The image above portrays the perfect mix between all the elements in the
bathroom, contributing to an environment full of harmony, that will certainly
captivate anyone’s attention.

ABOUT MAISON VALENTINA

Made with pure love, Maison Valentina is a bathroom furniture brand that
combines functionality with unique design products. Every piece of Maison
Valentina’s bath ware is handcrafted with top quality materials and enriched with
the finest details. Allowing our customers to experience their true selves during
their invigorating moments, we create a true sensory experience. Our collections
offer you a wide selection of basins and vanities, as well as a range of accessories
to dress the perfect bathroom. With just one brand, you will get a complete
selection of products to create a unique project. One inspiration, multiple options.
You choose!
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